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emeRa condUcts ReseaRch maInlY WIthIn one ReseaRch GRoUp
 � nAvAl Architecture And hydrodynAMicS.  

Head: Professor MIHkEL kÕRGESAAR, mihkel.korgesaar@taltech.ee 

 � SMArt, SAfe And green hydrodynAMicS reSeArch group. 
Head: Assistant Professor AbbAS DASHTIMANESH, abbas.dashtimanesh@taltech.ee

 � blue econoMy And AQuAtic reSourceS reSeArch group. 
Head: Senior Researcher LOREIDA TIMbERG, loreida.timberg@taltech.ee 
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director: rooMet Leiger

e-mail: roomet.leiger@taltech.ee

director for  
development: MadLi KoPti

e-mail: madli.kopti@taltech.ee 

* Data from the Scopus (as of April 07, 2021)

maIn FIGURes 2020 
(as of Dec. 31, 2020)

 3 professors
 6 researchers59 Incl.Academic 
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2 Doctoral students

29Scientific publications*
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Teaching assisTanTs / JUnior lecTUrers

senior research scienTisTs

early sTage researchers
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estonIan maRItIme academY (emeRa) 
Head: director rooMet Leiger, roomet.leiger@taltech.ee

our mission is to be a renowned educator of mari-
time specialists, contribute to r&d activities and 
offer services for the maritime sector. Our vision 
is to become a maritime competence centre, be a 
reliable partner in R&D projects and contribute 
to the work of international organisations.

our focus areas in estonian Maritime Academy 
are led by top-specialists in the maritime field:

 � Naval architecture and hydrodynam-
ics – the growing market of small crafts 
anticipates the use of novel technologies to 
make them more environmentally friendly 
and consume less fuel. The Small Craft 
Competence Centre (sCC), the main com-
petences of which include computational 
fluid dynamics analysis of ships and small 
crafts, hull form design, hull resistance 
estimations, model testing of small crafts, 
is contributing to building a recognized 
small craft cluster in estonia and sup-
porting research. An important area is the 
topic of spray rails, for which experimental 
tests in the pool and software experiments 
with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
will be continued. The work done at SCC 
during the last two years has created 
considerable CFD competence in Estonia. 
research is mainly conducted under the 
leadership of the tenured professor of na-
val architecture in the Marine Technology 
and Hydrodynamics research group.
Two large-scale projects were launched to 
support research and development in sCC:
1. Small Craft Comptetence Centre – 

analysis of outer construction elements
impact on the performance of a vessel, 
transition of knowhow and information 

2. Development of marine technology 
and hydrodynamic research 
infrastructures and services

 � Marine Technology and digitalisa-
tion of shipping – vast developments in 
the IT-sector have raised the need for the 
digitalisation of the shipping sector and 
optimising the work processes on-board 
ships and in ports. In 2020 EMERA, 
together with TalTech department of 
Computer systems and Tallink Group 
Ltd., completed a project with the goal to 
develop the concept of a “smart car deck” 
on passenger ferry Megastar, that enables 
the automatisation and higher effective-
ness of vehicle-related processes.
In order to introduce complex smart, 
safe, and clean solutions and increase the 
performance of marine vehicles smart, 
safe and Green Hydrodynamics research 

group, led by a tenured professor of marine 
technology, was established in 2020. The 
research group will focus on the design, 
simulation and model testing of various ma-
rine vehicles, including autonomous ships.

 � Blue Economy and water resources 
– the aim of the Blue economy research 
group is to carry out development activi-
ties on production technologies and adding 
value to raw materials in coastal areas and 
the aquatic environment.
The Blue economy research group com-
bines knowledge of:
 - sustainable implementation of the 

aquatic environment;
 - biology, chemistry and physics of water 

resources;
 - technological processes in the aquatic 

environment;
 - the blue economy and the social economy.

 � Maritime transport – the specialists in 
eMerA have up-to-date knowledge and 
practical experience that combined allow us 
to provide research based services for the 
maritime sector in order to make maritime 
transportation and its’ digitalisation (e-
documents, smart ports) more efficient. To 
boost the technological advancements and 
enable growth in research and development 
in estonia and internationally a tenure of 
Maritime Transport has been created.
In 2020, an assessment of environmental 
impact and greenhouse gas emissions of 
the Port of Tallinn was carried out. The 
aim of the study was to assess the envi-
ronmental impact of the activities of Port 
of Tallinn Ltd.(TS) (marine environment, 
ambient air, energy use, etc.) based on the 
Ts sustainable development goals strategy 
(achieving climate neutrality, circular 
economy, energy efficiency), and to develop 
indicators and target levels.

 � Maritime Cyber Security – The wide-
spread adoption of IoT technology in the 
maritime sector has created new opportu-
nities for shipowners to operate ships more 
safely and economically, while bringing 
risks that companies have not been ex-
posed to before. To mitigate these risks, 
the Maritime Cyber security research 
group is being set up, focusing on three 
main topics: maritime communication 
security, marine technology cyber security 
and the human aspects of cyber security. 
Funded by the Horizon 2020 eraChair pro-
gram, the MariCybERA supports bringing 
outstanding academics and high-level pro-

https://www.etis.ee/Portal/Projects/Display/ab2108b1-d357-4bef-8900-1e40d80f1ba8?lang=ENG
https://www.etis.ee/Portal/Projects/Display/4c343eb3-762d-46ca-8006-8e8e2702db5e?lang=ENG
https://www.etis.ee/Portal/Projects/Display/820aea14-b251-47bf-b3e6-ffd1e1e48c62?lang=ENG
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fessionals to TalTech to develop maritime 
security expertise in the field. The project 
will also enable the creation of a maritime 
cyber security centre at the university.

 � Maritime Safety and Security – to 
improve the natural and socio-economic 
environment it is important to support the 
achievement of efficiency and sustainabil-
ity. These fields include the human factor 
in shipping, ships’ workflow, bridgework 
and resource management, navigational 
systems, the development of methods for 
the prevention of marine pollution and 
response equipment, waterways safety 

management. To support this focus area 
a high-tech maritime simulator Centre 
that features compatible bridge, maritime 
communication, engine room, refrigeration 
training, marine pollution control and 
other simulators is used. 
The possibilities of the simulator Centre 
are utilised in the OIL SPILL project that 
focuses on enhancing oil spill response 
capability in the Baltic sea region and in 
the CoMET project that aims at making 
the education of future seafarers more 
international by enabling cross-border 
simulator trainings. 

https://www.etis.ee/Portal/Projects/Display/db1fe855-1655-4bd4-b9ce-7e0588d2d1e5
https://www.etis.ee/Portal/Projects/Display/0c97d246-92c0-4480-8ca9-58ddcf512490?lang=ENG
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naval aRchItectURe and hYdRodYnamIcs
Head: Professor MiHKeL KÕrgesaar, mihkel.korgesaar@taltech.ee 
Members: Kalju saar, tarmo sahk, Henrik johan sten andreasson, ruttar teär, Kaarel Koppel,  
andrus sults
Postdoctoral researcher: Zhaolong yu
doctoral students: Mikloš Lakatoš, teguh Putranto, Muhammed adil yatkin

topIcs and competences
KEYWORDS: advanced ship structures, fluid-
structure interaction, ship safety, accidental 
limit states, material modeling
our research focuses on on the behavior of small 
crafts, ships, and marine structures in normal 
and extreme environments. Therefore, we de-
velop advanced computational methods and 
tools to assess ship structural and operational 
performance, safety and sustainability both 
in open-water and Arctic (ice-covered waters) 
applications. In the field of the hydrodynamics 
of small crafts and fluid-structure interaction, 
our research is supported by the experimental 
testing in our towing tank, where we deepen 
our understanding regarding ship behavior in 
different conditions. The goal is to increase en-
ergy efficiency and behaviour of small crafts in 
different operational conditions. On the topic of 
ship and offshore structures, we focus on the load 
response and failure mechanisms of materials 
and welded structures under different loading 
scenarios, including accidental and ultimate 
limit states. We create tools tailored for the rapid 
assessment of large complex structures, which 
enable optimization early in the conceptual de-
sign stage. We use numerical simulations to get 
insight into theoretical modeling and prevailing 
assumptions, while experiments provide the 

supporting validation data. The simplifications 
enabling computationally efficient calculations 
are scientifically justified. 
In 2020, eTAg funding was received to complete 
the project to develop novel crashworthy ship 
structures. The project lasted for 1 year during 
which the following research was carried out:

 � The weaknesses of current methods used 
for crash analysis were assessed;

 � A fracture criterion accounting bending 
deformations in large structural shell ele-
ments was developed;

 � Development of fluid structure interaction 
model applicable for ship crash analysis 
was started;

 � Testing of mechanical properties of ma-
terials with an innovative non-contact 
measuring system was started.

selected aRtIcles:
Kim, S. J.; Kõrgersaar, M.; Ahmadi, N.; 
Taimuri, G.; Kujala, P.; Hirdaris, S. (2021). 
The influence of fluid structure interaction 
modelling on the dynamic response of ships 
subject to collision and grounding. Marine 
Structures, 75, #102875

https://www.etis.ee/CV/Mihkel_K%C3%B5rgesaar/eng
https://www.etis.ee/Portal/Publications/Display/3c27fe7b-14c5-47aa-8fef-23eb54113856
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smaRt, saFe and GReen hYdRodYnamIcs  
ReseaRch GRoUp
Head: assistant Professor aBBas dasHtiManesH, abbas.dashtimanesh@taltech.ee 
doctoral students: rasul niazmand Bilandi, Fatemeh roshan 

topIcs and competences
Keywords: marine hydrodynamics, fuel effi-
ciency, safety, smartization
The main motivation behind the activities of 
the research group is the implementation of the 
principles and strategies declared by regulatory 
and policy-making bodies (such as IMo, HeL-
CoM, the eU strategy for the Baltic sea region 
and international agreements on sustainable 
development) regarding various marine vehicles, 
especially focusing on high speed crafts. For 
this purpose, the main research studies of the 
research group are divided into four fields:
Safety: The main focus is on how the ships’/
boats’ motions could be reduced. We are also 
considering the performance of crews and on-
board systems under the effects of ships’/boats’ 
motions. Currently we are working on safety 
improvement of planing hulls by a combination 
of an active control trim tab and shock mitiga-
tion seats.
Emission Reduction: This field focuses on 
fuel-efficient hull forms, and optimization and 
zero-emission propulsion systems. The ongoing 
project, supported by the Interreg Baltic Sea 
region programme, focuses on green cruising of 
small craft where we are working on new hull 
forms, electric propulsion systems and digital 
marine control systems to reduce the fuel con-
sumption of high-speed small craft.
Smartization: The focus is on a variety of re-
search problems including smart ship design, 
unmanned high-speed craft and digitalized 
Computational Fluid dynamics (dCFd) by 
implementing artificial intelligence, machine 
learning and genetic algorithm. 
Hydrodynamics of Marine Vehicles: Marine 
hydrodynamics is a part of all the abovemen-
tioned research activities. We are working on 
resistance and propulsion, seakeeping and ma-
noeuvring characteristics of different marine 
vehicles by considering safety, fuel efficiency 
and smartization goals. The latest focus is on 

seakeeping and manoeuvring of stepped hulls. 
A large variety of mathematical, numerical and 
experimental methods are being developed in 
the research group. Additionally, to address the 
existing knowledge gap, we are planning to start 
a series of experimental tests in the towing tank 
on the behaviour of boats and ships in irregular 
waves to study the effects of seakeeping on fuel 
efficiency.

selected pRojects:
 � VIr20039, Green Cruising for High-speed 

Small Craft in The Baltic Sea (2020−2021)

selected aRtIcles:
Tavakoli, S.; Niazmand B., Rasul; M., S.;  
De Luca, F.; Dashtimanesh, A. (2020). Dynamic
of a planing hull in regular waves: Comparison 
of experimental, numerical and mathematical 
methods. Ocean Engineering, 217, 1−24.

https://www.etis.ee/CV/Abbas_Dashtimanesh/eng
https://www.etis.ee/Portal/Projects/Display/099cba08-05df-4ea4-bec6-6b69d4d08cec?lang=ENG
https://www.etis.ee/Portal/Publications/Display/4f7ff96c-d4aa-43d1-b663-90e4d09bf491
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BlUe economY and aQUatIc ResoURces  
ReseaRch GRoUp 
Head: senior researcher Loreida tiMBerg, loreida.timberg@taltech.ee
Members: annmarii Hakkaja, Hele-riin Kukker

topIcs and competences
Keywords: aquatic resources innovation, con-
sumers and aquatic products, aquatic resources 
safety and quality, blue economy and socioeco-
nomics
The research group carries out development activi-
ties on production technologies and raw material 
enhancement in coastal areas and the aquatic 
environment. The aim of the research is to find 
opportunities for the sustainable application of the 
aquatic resources, whereas ecological principles 
and conditions are taken into account and hazards 
and risks from human operations are predicted.
In order to valorise aquatic resources, their 
biological, chemical, and physical properties 
are analysed, and their functional properties 
will be described. Technological processes are 
tested and developed for valorisation of the 
aquatic recourses. Economical and socioeconomi-
cal opportunities of blue economy are analysed 
and modelled in view of eU strategies, existing 
legislation and most importantly consumers 
awareness and expectations.

The Blue economy and Aquatic resources re-
search group studies are coherent with public 
and private sector interests. The public sector 
is involved in aquatic environment and aquatic 
resources sustainable development and socio-
economical opportunities development. The pri-
vate sector is involved in harnessing functional 
biological, chemical and physical properties of 
aquatic resources, and innovation of technologi-
cal processes and economic models.
The research group is currently conducting three 
studies:

 � PrIA19027, Consumer driven product 
development of unpopular fish species from 
costal and inshore fishing (2019−2021)

 � PrIA20029, Quality of Fish Oil and Fish 
Meal and Adding Value by Using of Anti-
oxidants (2020−2022) 

 � PrIA20030, Reducing Sodium in Fish 
Products and Development of Fucus ve-
siculosus Ingredient (2020−2022)

https://www.etis.ee/CV/Loreida_Timberg/eng
https://www.etis.ee/Portal/Projects/Display/47a1bd84-089b-469c-8237-3b42e2c6ae9d?lang=ENG
https://www.etis.ee/Portal/Projects/Display/90047b1f-0336-42fd-a5ce-5d53f086ae90?lang=ENG
https://www.etis.ee/Portal/Projects/Display/ee0584f2-e45d-4510-82f1-d313ff46c37b?lang=ENG
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